
Welcome

Thoughts, Considerations & Ideas 
on 

Climbing your Mast

So you want to climb a mast ?

Qualification. This is NOT a training course, nor am I giving 
advice or instruction. If you choose to adopt or use anything, 
you are wholly responsible for that decision. 
ALWAYS follow the equipment manufacturers’ instructions.



Who am I & Why am I talking to you?

Barney Green
Civ Eng trained, “a bit technical.”
Retired Work at Height consultant.
37 years, designing W@H solutions.
Training, Advising, Installing.
Supporting BS, EN, ISO Standards.
10 years teaching Mast Climbing
Using established W@H principles.

53 years a sailor. 
ARC+ 2020 ….. Now 2021 
Wanted to sail Atlantic
since my teens



So you want to climb a mast ?



Sad story.

2017.
Bethany (life long sailor, 
bought up aboard yacht).
Late teens, her first job. 
60m superyacht.
“Taken up” for fun ….

Gravity can be “grave,” 
take it seriously



•Why ?
•Purpose & Alternatives (to climbing)

•How ? … Be Hauled or Climb.
•Crew. Equipment. Method.

•Principles.
•Back Up. Known condition. Fail to Safe.

•Top work details. 
•Equipment/Method review.
•What I use and Why
•Questions/Suggestions

So you want to climb a mast ?

W@H Rule #1 …. Don’t.



Why ?

Purpose ? 
Inspect, 
Repair, 
Install,
Pro-active, 
Reactive.
At Sea, 
In harbour.

Where do you NEED to GET TO ? What is the Task ?



Why ? It is a BIG decision.

Alternatives … 
can you do “it” without going “UP”



Stability.

Alternatives

Many boat yards say “NO” !



Alternatives



Planned ?
Reactive ?
Alongside ?
Off Shore ?

10° roll/heel
@ deck

6.5m



How ? Climb ?Be Hauled ? or



Which ? Depends on :-

Crew.

Equipment.

Task.

How many crew do you have.
Strength, Skills, Competence.
Knowledge (task)
Size (the heavy one ?)

What type of mast (fractional, mast head)
What main sail type (in mast, stack pack)
What halyards (mast head, spinnaker, topping)
What can you use ?

Where do you need to get to ?
What are you trying to do ?
What tools are needed ? 
How to lift/lower and control ?
How many up there ?



3 Important Principles
• Back Up
• Known Condition
• Fail to Safe



Principles … Back Up

Always have a back up.
100%  … 2nd line.
Ask yourself .. 
What happens “IF” ….

Ladder climb
+ 2nd rope

Rope climb
+ 2nd rope

Self climb
Fall Arrestor
on 2nd rope



Principles … Known condition.

Ensure ALL your equipment is in known condition.
UV degradation is hard to assess.
Strongly recommend using a specific rope (hauled through)

10.5-11mm low stretch
Kernmantle Rope to EN 1891How strong are these ?

Ever had a halyard break ?





Principles … Fail to Safe.

If something goes WRONG ….can it still be “safe.”

Knot/tie off beyond 
friction cleats/jammers.

Only use self tailers with 
handles (not elec ST 
winches) through 
jammers (hard).

Use elec winche as a 
capstan WITHOUT using 
self tailer but through 
closed jammers (later). 



Decided to GO UP
Decided HOW

Let’s look at the mast head ….



Top Work Details.

How high you CAN get depends on 
level of support (halyard), and “height”
of equipment used.

Suggest two fold out steps at the top



Look at different methods.
Pros and Cons.
“My” opinion/experience.

Decided to GO UP
Decided HOW



Method Review … Be Hauled.

Pro.
Easy for you.

Con.
Not in control.
Needs strength on deck (crew).
MANY concerns re elec winches.

Notes.
Use 2nd line or Fall Arrestor.
Use “high” halyard to swing out.
Harness better than Bonsun’s chair



2011.
South American couple.
She elec winched him up.
Solenoid failed … winch going.
Got her hands trapped.
Swedish sailor tried to assist.
Lost left hand, fingers on right.
Swede lost fingers.

Manufacturers Instructions !

Windlass v Winch

Avoid electric self tailers



Method Review … Climb. Steps/Ladder.

Pro.
Easy for you (you climb).
In greater control.

Con.
Care in descent (2nd line/comms).
Less easy for fore/aft, spreaders.
Can be wobbly, and large to store (temp)
High windage and seen as expensive (fit)

Notes.
Use Harness AND 2nd line or Fall Arrestor.
Use “high” halyard to swing out.
Good comms needed to descend
Fit top steps for stability (see later).



Method Review … Climb. Top Climber

Pro.
Comfortable.
You climb (physical) in control.

Con.
Cannot easily reach mast head.
Cannot swing out for spreaders.
Can only be used on small dia rope.
Tensioned rope used.
Very slow and difficult descent.
Tailed 2nd line is not easy

Notes.
Use 2nd line.
Need fitted steps for mast head access.
Good comms needed to descend



Method Review … Climb. MastaClimba

Pro.
You climb (physical).
Can leave the climbing rope and swing.

Con.
Small rope and must be pre-threaded.
Tensioned rope used.
Mast fittings get easily damaged (paint).
Really needs 2 people (tailing down)

Notes.
Tailed 2nd line (or Fall arrestor).
Use with specific rope (as advised).

with 
sit harness



Method Review … Top Winch/Rope Climber

Pro.
Easy.

Con.
Expensive, (heavy, storage ?).
Mast head requires careful thought.
Up is difficult with 2nd line/back up.
Significant dependence on tech kit.

Notes.
I have NOT tried this method.
Difficult self rescue.
Cumbersome scale of kit.



Method Review … Climb.
Rope Access technique

Pro.
You are in control (up and down).
Can access any location (forestay).
Transportable (any boat, anywhere).
Solo is perfectly OK, with self rescue.

Con.
It is physical, requires technique.
Training no longer available (IRATA ?).

Notes.
Blocks can make climbing easier.
Tailed 2nd line or Fall arrestor (solo).
Use fitted top steps for mast head.



…for you to choose.



Method I use … Rope Access technique

You replace your chosen halyard 
(spinnaker halyard) with the specific 
rope.
Set up a Tailed 2nd line, or use Fall 
arrestor on another halyard.
Climb the rope (using caving or RA 
technique).

Use your feet to climb (ascender and foot 
loops).
Check with a friction descender and a 
pulley to reduce load.
Descend using the friction descender.



Method I use … Rope Access technique

Equipment.
Ascender
Foot loops
Pulley
Descender
Karabiners/Connectors
Sit Harness (EN 813)

Fall arrestor/rope grip 
(EN 353-2, EN 567)



Method I use … Rope Access technique

Spinnaker halyard.
Enters mast (fail to safe) 
Mounted on top plate (high)



Method I use … Rope Access technique

Connect pulley & foot loops to 
Ascender. Connect this as far 
up the rope as you can reach.
Put harness on (low, tight, 
under thighs).
Connect Descender to front of 
harness.
Feed rope, from below 
Ascender, through Descender, 
back up through pulley and 
down. 



Method I use … Rope Access technique

Climb the rope.
Push Ascender as high as you 
can.
Put foot into foot loop.
Simultaneously stand up in foot 
loop, and pull down on both 
Ascender and the rope leaving 
the pulley (2 hands 1 foot).
Relax back into the harness.
Repeat to climb the rope.

Once in position, knot the rope 
below the Descender for safety.

Fail to Safe



Method I use … Rope Access technique

Descend the rope.
Sit back in harness, supported.
Remove Ascender from rope and 
attach loosely to harness.
Now gently open the Descender, 
whilst controlling the rope into 
it.
Abseil down the rope you just 
climbed.



Method I use … Rope Access technique

PLEASE understand that this is not rocket science, but it 
does require some care. The kit will not let you get off 
the deck if it is not correctly set up (fail to safe).



Questions ?

Thank you.
Take Care up There !!


